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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Third Day: Thursday, November 2, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 21-7-3-4—33%W, 67%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)CIRCLE UNBROKEN: Beat similar by 5+ lengths 9-28; horse for course   
(#3)DRAXHALL WOODS: 2 for last 19 and steps up; haltered out of last 4 
(#2)CASH BONUS: Likes the local strip but is vulnerable off the sidelines 
(#5)LET’S MEET IN RIO: Route-to-sprint angle has appeal; sharp outfit 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-2-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)SCHLIFFY: Good effort from tough post in first dirt try; on the drop   
(#10)SAFARI HEART: Like the cutback to one-turn mile; gets 10 lbs., drops 
(#1A)AINT THERE NO MORE: Two-pronged class drop suits; blinkers “on” 
(#7)ALFREDO: Takes a significant class drop; powerful jock/trainer combo 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-1A-7 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)OSTENTATION: Wide over speed-favoring strip last time; likes CD   
(#7)PERFECT MOVEMENT: Exits open claiming company; good dirt form 
(#5)SABBATARIAN: Will like the cutback to 8-panels; blinkers “on” noted 
(#6)KID SADOVE: Indiana-bred is consistent but exits restricted company 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-5-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)SHELTOWEE’S POINT: Kept good form off the claim; lateral class move   
(#6)PEMBA: Turns back to 6F trip for high-percentage barn; blinkers “off” 
(#2)FRIGIDISH: Tighter in second start off the shelf; drops for Van Berg 
(#5)VIENNA ROSE: Likely pacesetter may be a start away from her best 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-2-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)URAWESOMEBLOSSOM: Never off the board on “fast” strip; first tag   
(#7)QUEEN MAXINE: Barn capable with first-timers; catches a soft bunch 
(#2)FLATOUT HAPPY: Freshened up for Asmussen; gets the pocket trip 
(#6)LAWLESS: Has some early lick; no world-beaters in this $15,000 heat 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-2-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#7)DREAMRIDER: Closer has reliable late kick; third start of form cycle   
(#4)BAG BAD ZIN: Like the blinkers “off” play; brutal post draw last time 
(#1)HEAR BOUT IT LATER: Throw out KD effort; prefers a uniform course 
(#3)GOING RATE: Was spinning his wheels in the slop; back to turf today 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-1-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)ROSSINI SUNRISE: Gets class relief; turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint a plus  
(#5)PROUD DIXIE: Fits on this class level; 7-furlongs in her wheelhouse 
(#6)MOOLAMISS: Slides into conditioned company; barn capable off claim 
(#8)EYE ON HARPER: Broke maiden in Louisville for $30K tag; wide again 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-6-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)WAR TOM: Improved when trying 2-turn trip; blinkers “on” for Amoss   
(#12)MR. DISCRETIONARY: Huge improvement on turf; 12-hole a concern 
(#9)FINISHED: Finished with interest in first two-turn try on turf—upside 
(#8)GOOD OFFENSE: Last is better than it looks on paper; first Lasix noted 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-12-9-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#5)SINGING BULLET: Controls the pace; good effort in two-turn debut   
(#6)LIEUTENANT SEANY O: Retained sharp from while ascending; tighter 
(#3)RICH DADDY: 6-year-old has finished in the money in 33-of-48 starts 
(#4)VAPORMAN: Has never run a bad one for Catalano; likes 8.5F and CD 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-3-4 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#5)BINARY BOURBON: Double-dip class drop on the money; best on dirt  
(#3)TIZ DE LOVELY: 8-wide at the quarter-pole in last; “bullet” in holster 
(#9)ROCK ON SANDY: Gets in light with needed class relief; blinkers “on” 
(#4)TIGER LISA: Has some early lick in a field lacking front-running types 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-9-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


